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INTRODUCTION
Future Songwriting in a nutshell
Future Songwriting addresses one of the most urgent and important areas in music
education in Europe today, namely the use of modern digital technology in teaching and
learning music to promote creativity.

In Future Songwriting pupils compose, arrange, write lyrics to and produce their own music
together in small groups with the help of digital tools. The project emphasizes creative selfexpression, collaborative working methods, and active cultural participation by enabling
technology-supported songwriting and music production for young people of all ages.

The project brings greatly needed expertise in contemporary music technology to schools
and kindergartens narrowing the gap between the arts, technology, and other subjects.

For individual teachers, the rapidly developing tools and platforms bring an inevitable
requirement to invest one’s time and effort in keeping up to date with the multitude of new
ways to make and learn music. Often this also calls for a critical examination of established
classroom practices and the assumptions concerning the use of technology in music
teaching.

Future Songwriting strengthens the active role of the pupil as a music maker and
experiencer, both as an individual and as part of a group. In addition to increasing musical
skills and knowledge via phenomenon-based learning, the project emphasizes children’s
comprehensive growth and well-being.

The project also creates an attitude of appreciation and curiosity towards music and cultural
diversity beyond geographical and linguistic borders within the European Union.
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INTO SCHOOL – Unlocking creativity in everyone
Future Songwriting is based on the implementation and examination of the Finnish INTO
SCHOOL concept and model, which has been widely and successfully tested and applied
internationally, and is supported by The Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture.

INTO SCHOOL is a unique and internationally awarded Finnish concept and company with
the goal of making technology-supported creative music and arts production a natural part of
modern education via effective teacher training.

INTO SCHOOL as a company offers a worldwide in-service teacher training programme that
includes tangible tools and well proven research-based modern methods for utilizing digital
technology in music education and creative learning.

The INTO SCHOOL concept draws on the recently introduced Finnish national core curricula
for basic education and early childhood education and care in which utilization of technology,
creativity, and active participation are pivotal parts of all transversal competences. The
concept has a strong emphasis on future-focused skills and offers the most recent
knowledge of creativity, innovativeness, and children’s comprehensive growth.

We believe that creativity should not be perceived as an exceptional talent limited to the
lucky few who are born with it. We want to replace that misplaced idea of creativity with the
demonstrable fact that it is a muscle that we all possess that gets stronger the more we
exercise it. Therefore, our goal is to unlock creativity in everyone, everywhere.

INTO SCHOOL is developed by an award-winning composer & producer team with
extensive experience of working both as musical artists and school teachers, as well as
multiple Finnish grammys and numerous gold & platinum records under their belt.
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FOR TEACHERS
Songwriting is for everyone
Technology has opened up new, previously unimaginable possibilities for music education
and creative learning. Composing music and musical self-expression do not necessarily
require mastering traditional instruments or music theory.

Music production and songwriting can be taught and learned using digital tools that enable
everyone to contribute, compose, arrange, write lyrics and produce their own music. Utilizing
modern technology offers every pupil and teacher equal opportunities to take part in creative
processes regardless of their background or musical skills.

Children possess innate creativity and the ability to engage in music and its creation.
Schools can be enablers and door openers, creating space for pupils’ potential by promoting
music creation to the foreground.
We’ve learned that time is the most important commodity in creative processes. Overcoming
practical obstacles – such as a small number of weekly hours allocated for music lessons in
school – is crucial for musical projects to succeed. Often by including the broader school
community, via teacher-to-teacher collaboration and project-based learning, it is possible to
achieve more time for pupils’ creative works.

Language lessons could be used for learning how to write lyrics, a gymnastics class could
be dedicated to choreographing dance for a music video etc.

Having an open mind and fearless attitude
School systems may differ from country to country and culture to culture but children are
pretty much the same everywhere: their imaginations and creativity are limitless and
carefree.

All teachers and adults should learn from their pupils and adopt a similarly brave and
constructively carefree mindset. We’ve learned that an open mind and fearless attitude
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towards utilizing modern technology to create new musical works is all a teacher needs for
this kind of project.

Digital technology is not something to be afraid of; it is merely a set of additional tools in your
updated toolkit, designed to make creative self-expression easier. Moreover, it is not
necessary for the teacher to be a musical virtuoso or technical maestro before engaging on
a creative songwriting project; it is sufficient that they are curious, open and brave.

It can be a rewarding experience for a teacher to work in a spirit of cooperation and cocreation with pupils, adopting a relaxed ‘teacher as helper, not a boss’ attitude without losing
authority while giving pupils confidence and space to devise their own creative ideas and
solutions.

The high five method
In every INTO SCHOOL project we feel that it is of utmost importance to boost pupils’ selfesteem and be positive at all times. One example of this is to throw high fives to every pupil
at the end (or start) of every session. This method usually gets the ball rolling and the
creative juices flowing, while establishing a relaxed and constructively carefree atmosphere.

Teachers take a vital role in helping pupils to attain the necessary feeling and mood so that
they are open to new experiences and unprejudiced creativity. The experience of self-worth
feeds self-confidence, allowing pupils to be themselves, freely and fearlessly, and to try out
their ideas without worrying about getting it ‘wrong’.

High five!
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FOR STAKEHOLDERS
A change in the mindset
Creativity, cooperation skills, and the ability to create value and think outside the box are all
future skills for our future workforce. Developing these skills is vital not only for individuals
but also for the future of our entire society.

Future Songwriting and the INTO SCHOOL method have demonstrated in concrete,
measurable ways how innovative music education along with cross-curricular learning can
support the development of these skills.

Teaching music and creative problem solving offers a seedbed for future professionals who
will contribute to the growth of society’s non-material value creation. If teachers are taught
how to use digital technology and songwriting in music education, they can pass on this
knowledge to their pupils for many years to come.

Future skills supported by music education
Music and creative projects provide versatile opportunities for expressing, developing and
sharing creative ideas, thereby encouraging children and young people to engage in creative
problem solving and critical thinking.

High-quality music education has an empowering impact on the whole spectrum of our
society through the well-being of individuals. Music is a universal means of expression and
communication and facilitates interaction across cultural and language barriers.

Music creation offers pupils a means to examine and express their own identity and view of
the world, and to deal with emotions that are beyond verbal expression. It also provides a
way to reach out and create understanding in a multicultural world.
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Music – in a broader sense – is also an essential part of an EU-wide cultural message that is
offered to international markets and which helps to create opportunities for creative people,
thinkers and future generations.

Teacher training as an investment
Creativity and the ability to develop collaborative relationships are the most important skills
for our future workforce. With the rise of digitalization and rapidly evolving technologies,
education faces new demands in terms of quality and content that challenge existing
pedagogical practices.

These challenges can be flipped and perceived as opportunities which pave the way for
alternative approaches to creative music education in the classroom. Technology is built on
humanity, and by utilizing appropriate technology, children and young people from all
backgrounds are given equal opportunity to participate in creative processes.

But spending on new devices and technology is a wasted investment if at the same time we
do not plan how to use these devices in meaningful, constructive ways in order to advance
learning. Investing in effective teacher training is key.

To support teachers in their demanding work, they need to be provided with versatile
pedagogic and content-related skills and know-how. There’s a pressing current and future
need to dynamically acknowledge and react to the necessity for change in teachers’ work
and learning environments as they rapidly evolve due to digitalization.
The professional skills of a teacher are essential to a pupil’s ability to learn as well as in their
comprehensive development. Developing into a teacher is a long-term, wide-ranging
process, and an investment that requires time and resources.
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GETTING STARTED
Technology supporting creativity
To music education and creative learning, technology has opened up previously
unimaginable new possibilities. Utilizing modern technology provides everyone with equal
opportunities to participate in creative processes such as composing and songwriting.

Appropriate technology assists and allows pupils to create their own music regardless of
their background, earlier experiences or previously acquired music skills. Modern digital
audio workstations (DAW) such as GarageBand are great tools for modern songwriting,
music production and creativity. These applications offer virtual instruments, pre-generated
sounds, and loops in a broad range of musical styles allowing pupils to get started with
music making and songwriting through learning by doing.

Tip!

Don’t be afraid of using virtual assistive instruments and loops or pre-fabricated rhythms as a
starting point for experimentation. Creating music is always a unique and subjective process
with so many parameters and variables controlled by human beings, that there is no real
danger of accidentally producing musical content that already exists.

Making a mistake is a gift; it usually leads to something unique and interesting!

Creating a safe and inspiring atmosphere for creativity
Making music together is all about trust and enthusiasm. Songwriting is a powerful and
empowering means of self-expression.
Being part of a creative process and sharing one’s ideas can significantly boost pupils’ selfesteem, confidence, collaboration skills and emotional intelligence.
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Self-expression through music is also very sensitive and personal. For this reason, it is
essential for the teacher to create a safe, encouraging and relaxed learning environment
where everyone feels comfortable and valued, and all are encouraged to take risks, to
experiment and try without fear of failure or criticism.
If the music that you create evokes any feelings in you, there’s a very good chance that it will
do the same for others. Trust your instincts.

Breaking myths and misconceptions
It’s essential to break myths and dispel commonplace misconceptions about creativity, that
only the naturally gifted are able to compose their own music. There’s no reason to get
caught up in these misconceptions. Even though learning songwriting requires hard work,
time, and commitment (as with learning any other new skill), it’s possible for everyone to
learn songwriting and composition with the help of technology and modern musical tools.
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Equipment recommendations TOP 10
Here is an up-to-date list of inexpensive equipment used by INTO SCHOOL suitable for a
great variety of technology supported creative projects in schools and kindergartens
involving music. Most gadgets come in several different models, by many different
manufacturers. This list is compiled using our own favorites that are cost-effective and
suitable for use in schools.

The suggestions have been chosen objectively with regards to manufacturers and retailers;
the choices are based solely on our extensive experience as music and media professionals
and we have no affiliations to any of the manufacturers. Let’s dive in!

MULTI HEADPHONE SPLITTER

An inexpensive but irreplaceable accessory that allows 2-5 pupils to simultaneously listen to
their own song project and music from the same iPad or other device. As well as reducing
background noise often present in the classroom, this kind of device also has a
psychological impact: the group becomes ‘one’ almost immediately, concentration on the
task at hand increases and nobody feels excluded.

LIGHTNING TO USB ADAPTER

The handy Apple Lightning to USB Camera Adapter lets you connect modern MIDI
controllers, such as any of the MIDI keyboards listed below, directly to an iPad and its
musical apps like GarageBand.
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MIDI KEYBOARD

There are several sizes of MIDI keyboard, typically 25, 49, 61 or 88. All manufacturers offer
models of all sizes. All modern MIDI keyboards use a USB connector and work with iPads
and GarageBand with the Lightning to USB Adapter mentioned above.

MICROPHONE PREAMP

Using IK Multimedia iRig Pre, you can connect any standard microphone that the school
already has to the iPad and GarageBand and join the mobile music revolution. Or buy a
brand new Shure SM58 dynamic microphone (see below).

GUITAR AND BASS INTERFACE

This affordable and durable IK Multimedia iRig 2 Guitar Interface allows you to connect an
electric guitar or bass directly to your iPad and GarageBand.
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USB-MIDI INTERFACE

An old keyboard lying in your music class covered in dust? No worries! If your school already
has old keyboards with the old-style 5-pin MIDI connector, bring them back to life by
connecting them to your iPad and GarageBand using the inexpensive Roland UM-ONE mk2
USB MIDI Interface connected to the Apple Lightning to Camera Adapter shown above. MAudio also offers a similar solution.

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE AND AN XLR CABLE

The Shure SM58 Dynamic Microphone is designed for professionals, from the studio to
concerts. Nonetheless, it is an excellent choice for schools and kindergartens, for singing
and speaking. The microphone features an internal filter that reduces breathing noise and
"pop" sounds caused by blowing. Thanks to its directional pattern, the microphone removes
unwanted noises from the school and effectively picks up the singer's voice.
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IN-EAR HEADPHONES WITHOUT INTERNAL MICROPHONE

The Sony MDR-EX110LPB EX Series in-ear headphones deliver a dynamic sound across a
wide frequency range of 5 to 24,000 Hertz. It has a 1.2 meter cable with L-shaped stereo
connector. It is important that the headphones do not have an integrated microphone. An
integrated microphone takes over the iPad's incoming audio signal when using GarageBand,
making it difficult to record using the iPad's internal microphone or a separate, attached
external microphone.

STUDIO HEADPHONES

AKG K 240 Studio Stereo Headphones are an affordable option. These are not absolutely
necessary, but they offer a well-grounded solution for music classes in general, as well as in
focused music making for children. For example, hearing low bass from an iPad speaker can
be difficult or even impossible in a noisy classroom setting. There are many more
headphones in the same price range, but here's one recommended option.
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WORKFLOW
When teachers are equipped with the appropriate skills and confidence to use them
effectively, technology aided creative projects and songwriting can take place in a
classroom setting.

Songwriting projects with pupils should proceed in a structured way, helping them to adopt
the techniques, tools and workflow required for composing songs. We recommend using
easy-to-use music making apps or software such as GarageBand to achieve this.

In the example set out in the diagram below, the songwriting process is roughly divided into
four phases. When writing a song, all steps go hand-in-hand and naturally entwine with each
other.
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8-bar song: A handy vehicle for learning basic skills
Simple is often beautiful. And keeping it simple is often rewarded.

It is important that pupils and teachers come to realise that music is not a competition; length
and complexity don’t necessarily make a song better – let alone catchier.

An eight bar song is a great vehicle for approaching music making in a simple and logical
manner. Keeping it simple so that the project is contained within set boundaries makes it
easier for teachers to direct their pupils’ learning process.
It’s good to start creating an eight bar song using a basic, popular chord progression. It can
be just three or four chords. During this practical guided exercise, pupils almost
automatically pick up the basic functions of music making tools, become familiar with virtual
instruments, and learn musical terminology and theory by exploring.

By the end of the eight bar song exercise, pupils will have already created a piece of music
and attained some familiarity with the songwriting process. Achieving something concrete
motivates and encourages them to keep going and build on that progress.

Choosing the chords and tempo for the song
Music is a collage of emotions and human experiences.

Major chords have a positive, happy quality and sound to them, whereas minor chords have
a more melancholic, gloomier feeling.
Choosing the tempo is equally important; it greatly influences the feeling of the song as well
as guides the listener to the mood from the first bar. In general, a faster tempo produces
happy, joyful and energetic feelings while a slower tempo suggests feelings of sadness,
calmness or dreaminess.
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A chord progression means a chord or a series of chords that repeat in a certain order and
change after a certain time or number of bars. A chord progression is the base upon which
melody and rhythm can be built. A song usually has one chord progression in the verse and
another, slightly different chord progression in the chorus. Sometimes a song might have
only one chord progression that repeats throughout the whole song.

In western music, the triad is the foundation of the voiced chord. How a person hears a
chord or how that chord makes someone feel has a lot to do with the instrument used or how
the chord is played. For example, power chords are a frequently used feature of many songs
in rock music. The blues genre is commonly built upon just three chords. In jazz, chord
variations are numerous and often changing. Pop music usually uses four chords and some
variations within those chords. Hip hop music, however, usually doesn’t rely on chords as it
is more often built on rhythm, words, and distinctive sounds.

Chordwise, a good song is usually simple
Music isn’t a competition and a song that is very complicated chordwise isn’t necessarily the
best. Some of the best songs ever written feature only three or four chords. Some of them
even have the same single chord repeating throughout the song.
Coldplay, Lady Gaga, The Chainsmokers, Ariana Grande, Marshmello, Taylor Swift, Major
Lazer, Post Malone and numerous other artists have found success by using simple chords
with catchy melodies and lyrics.
As Bono likes to say, all you need is “three chords and the truth”.

How do I start?

When creating a new song, composers usually start by fiddling around with their instrument
to find chords or melodies that inspire them. The goal is to make your own song and it
doesn’t matter if you use a quill, sheet music paper, applications or plugins.

One great way to start is to listen to your favorite songs, try to pick out the chords, and use
them as building blocks for your own song. This has been done since the very beginning of
time, and it has been used as an effective platform to create new music. Even if one tries to
copy a song 1:1 it never ends up being the same as it takes a direction of its own.
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Tip!

Remember to follow the same chord progression with each instrument.
In the example below the used chord progression is C - G - Am - F.

Creating a melody
There are many ways to approach melody making. The easiest and most common way is to
start humming along with a chord progression or on top of a finished song. It’s a good idea to
record all the melodies you come up with so you don’t forget them.

You can also come up with a melody without having a ready chord progression. You can find
the chords for your melody later on. This method can be quite challenging for a beginner.

The catchiest melodies are usually very simple and contain only a few notes. Pop melodies
are often based on the major, minor or pentatonic scale.

Tips for combining chords and melody!

●

Create a three or four chord progression and then hum or play a melody over it.

●

Create a melody and record it, then find chords that fit your melody.

●

Trust you ears: if the melody feels and sounds good, you’re on the verge of a hit!
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Creating structure and dynamics
Music is a strong and centuries old form of storytelling. It has the power to inspire, delight,
move or console another person.

A song is like a story that has many different parts and elements. Just like books, movies
and plays, songs contain a wide range of emotion and drama created by the songwriter. By
creating a cohesive structure for a song a songwriter can guide the listener through an
engaging journey guaranteeing an exciting and alluring listening experience.
Dynamics means having variations in the volume of the different parts of the song. It’s a
musical element, which can be used to create different moods, by lowering or raising the
volume. Dynamics is also an important way to influence the flow of a song. Sometimes a
song has very little dynamics whereas others have extreme dynamic changes.

A typical structure of a pop song:

Intro: A short introduction that gives the listener a sneak peek in to the mood of the song
Verse: Moves the story along
Bridge: Creates a build-up to the chorus
Chorus: The chorus (or refrain or hook) is usually the most memorable part of the song; it
unifies the song with a clear message, and is often repeated throughout the song
Mid 8: Usually comes before the final chorus to make that chorus stand out

Instrumentation and arrangement
Instrumentation means sharing the composition so it can be played with various instruments.
You can affect the mood and the style of a song with instrumentation.
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Arrangement means making subtle changes to the song by using different instruments or
sounds. You can add or remove parts or instruments to give the song a new feeling.

Arrangement is a very broad term that includes productional, artistic and legal factors and
points of view. The best way to demonstrate the concepts of instrumentation and
arrangement is through listening to different versions of existing songs.

Writing the lyrics
There is no right or wrong way to write lyrics and everyone has their own approach. One
person’s perfect method may hinder someone else. Some artists write lyrics to a melody and
others write lyrics first and make a melody to fit them. Some people are able to produce
lyrics in five minutes – for others it might take months. Just like any other skill, you can
become a better lyricist by practicing.

Tips for writing lyrics!

●

Think about the subject and meaning of your song and compress it into a sentence.

●

Imagine and visualize where the story takes place. This usually helps you find the
words best suited for the mood.

●

Stick to your story and try to avoid getting off topic.

●

Think of words that could fit your theme and write them down.

●

Think about who’s talking: Is it me? Is it you?

●

Approach the verse and chorus differently, especially in a pop song: use the verse to
help your story along and use the chorus to emphasize the core meaning of the
song. You might want to use the title of the song in your chorus.

●

Try to make the words fit the rhythm of the song.

●

Make sure that the story you’re telling has a clear structure: read your story through a
couple of times and ask yourself if it makes sense.

●

Don’t give up if your words are not perfect straight away. Most professionals work on
their lyrics for weeks until they are perfect.

●

Listen to some of your favorite artists and try to analyze how they tell stories. Use
this as a reference to give yourself guidance and perspective.
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Mixing and finishing the song
The basics of mixing

The basic goal of mixing is to make the song sound cohesive. There are as many
methods to mix a song as there are mixing engineers, and there is no clear line between
right and wrong. The aim is to achieve a good balance between all the instruments involved.

You can use effects such as reverb or delay to get a different feel for the song and make it
more diverse soundwise. For example, when spatial effects are added to the vocal track, the
singer might sound like he’s singing on the top of a mountain.

Mixing usually starts with the drums and the bass because they serve as the backbone
of the song. After this the other tracks are added. These could be for example guitar,
keyboards or solo instruments. The final touch comes from the vocals, which are usually
the most important element of the song.

Tips for mixing!

●

Raise each instrument track to the same volume level so you hear each instrument.

●

Raise the volume of the instruments you can’t hear and lower the loud ones.

●

Remove any unused or unnecessary instruments/tracks.

●

Use the equalizer to remove any useless rumbling noises or disturbing sounds by
cutting the low frequencies from the audio spectrum. You can also add brightness
by boosting the higher frequencies.

●

Use the compressor to adjust the dynamics of the instruments and make the volume
changes more even.

●

Create space in your mix by panning instruments to the left or right of the audio
spectrum. Leave the drums, bass and lead vocals in the center.

●

Add reverb and delay to some of the tracks, if needed.
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Final party: It’s a celebration!
The celebration party is the culmination of a shared journey.
It is extremely important to celebrate pupils’ songs and achievements. Many kids’ selfesteem gets a significant and important boost when their success is recognized and
appreciated by others in this way.
The end results of the pupils’ creative work can be presented at concerts, events, or theme
days, as well as on digital platforms. Presenting them to the entire school community,
parents and grandparents is important for them to be able to see the pupils’ evolving
creativity and skills in a new context.

These celebrations are stellar, possibly life-changing moments that rise above everyday life
and will be remembered for years to come.
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Copyright
Copyright is essentially about respecting your own work as well as the work of others.
All of us, at some point, have created something. You have probably drawn a picture, taken
a photograph, written a story, made a movie or composed a song. If you give a child some
paper and a pencil, they will very quickly create something by drawing or writing.

Note!
●

Age does not affect copyright law. Someone possesses copyright for the works they
create as long as the work is their own creation.

●

It is not necessary to take any specific action, such as registering it etc., to establish
copyright for your own creative works.

●

If you want to use drawings, stories or compositions made by children (or adults), you
must obtain explicit permission to do so. If the creator is underage, you need to
obtain permission from their parents or guardian(s).

●

Where there is more than one creator or composer, the resulting work is a shared or
collective creation. With a shared creation, you need permission from each
contributing person, if you want to make the work public.

●

When teachers create learning material, they retain the copyright to all of it. If any
person from a shared creation wants to use material made by someone else in the
group, they must request and receive explicit permission to do so.
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SUMMARY
Music plays an important role in all our lives and acquiring the ability to create it is an
attainable goal for everyone. Technology plays a pivotal part in this.

Innovative music education supported by technology offers versatile possibilities for
expressing, developing and sharing creative ideas and thus encourages children and young
people to engage in creative problem solving and critical thinking. It has a positive impact on
the pupils’ interpersonal skills and their developing identity as it provides a supportive
atmosphere where each pupil’s individual needs, strengths and interests are acknowledged.

The utilization of modern music technology diversifies and enriches teaching while
maintaining the pupil as the focus of attention. Creative music education and songwriting
strengthen the active role of the pupil as a music maker and experiencer, as an individual
and as part of a group. Technology plays a crucial role in providing everyone with equal
opportunities to participate in the creative process while working with art and creativity.

Creativity, cooperation skills as well as the ability to create value and think outside the box
are important future skills and developing them is vital not only for individuals but also for the
future of our entire society. Teaching music and creative problem solving offers a seedbed
for future professionals and guarantees their ongoing contribution to the growth of society’s
non-material value creation – regardless of the field of their future professional careers.

The acquisition of songwriting and other creative skills has a significant positive influence on
the well-being of children and young people, with long term knock-on impact on all aspects
of their personal and vocational lives.
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GALLERY
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TESTIMONIALS
“I wrote my first song! Future Songwriting encouraged me to write it.
Before this I never ever finished a song. Thank you!”
Michael S., Music Teacher, Hennef, Germany
“Thank you so much for the training. It gave me a lot of inspiration, and
motivated the children.”
Nicolas B., Class Teacher, Sorgues, France
“I feel that the training program was a success, and my skills increased notably during the
training program. I really appreciate the way you gave feedback and encouraged us all!”
Simon H., Music Teacher, Cologne, Germany
“An essential side of the project was to find the pupils’ own creativity, potential and strength,
to give inspiration and enthusiasm, to work long-term and persistently. Everyone had a
chance to find a channel to express their thoughts, feelings and creativity.”
Pentti R., Headmaster, Kempele, Finland
“Songwriting was the best, and it felt super fun and exciting!”
5th grade pupil, Utsjokisuun koulu, Utsjoki, Finland

"This project is one of the best memories of my life. Finally, I got to
do something that I always dreamt of when I was younger.”
8th grade pupil, Lycée franco-finlandais d'Helsinki, Finland
“We made our song ourselves, and wrote lyrics for them.
It was so great, and I really enjoyed the project.”
3rd grade pupil, GGS Kippekausen, Cologne, Germany
“I’ve always loved music, and this was my first project. I really liked
working in a group and making music with my friends.”
7th grade pupil, MontGolfier Middle School, Paris, France
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CONTACT US
INTO SCHOOL is a unique and internationally awarded Finnish education concept and
complete teacher training package with the global goal of establishing technology-supported
creative STEAM learning as an integral part of ECEC and K-12 education.

INTO SCHOOL is an established and innovative education company offering in-depth
teacher training courses and curriculum design to teachers as well as local and regional
authorities. Training and curriculum design consultations can be conducted onsite or online.
We specialise in enabling teachers to acquire the necessary skills and tangible tools for
utilizing technology in their work from early childhood education to high school. We have a
long track record of promoting innovative, modern and creative education to educators in
diverse settings.

Through projects that marry creativity to technological competencies such as music and film
production, INTO SCHOOL inspires teachers, children and young people to embark on the
creative journey from initial idea to finished work. This cross-curricular and passion-based
learning approach enables more versatile education leading to better results. We are on a
mission to unlock creativity in everyone.

Do you want to know more about INTO SCHOOL, technology-supported music education,
talk to us about our education solutions or teacher training courses? Send us an email or
get in touch via social media.

Kari Saarilahti
kari@intoschool.org
linkedin.com/in/karisaarilahti

Janne Hiedanniemi
janne@intoschool.org
linkedin.com/in/jannehiedanniemi

Tuomas Hiedanniemi
tuomas@intoschool.org
linkedin.com/in/tuomashiedanniemi
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twitter.com/intoschool
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